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Tony Felice is a young private investigator, living in San Diego's small enclave known as the Hillcrest. In the
first book of the series, Tony solves his first big murder investigation case on an undercover assignment in
northern California. Life is going well for him. Settled back home, in book two, you will enjoy following in
Tony's personal and love life and getting to know more about him. You'll soon feel like he is one of your best
friends and you'll want to know everything he's been doing. In the second book in the Tony Felice Mystery
Series, Tony finds himself committed to solving the murder of one of his best friends. Along the way he
finds his own life in jeopardy but he is committed to making sure justice prevails and the murder mystery is
solved. His new love interest becomes involved with the investigation and the two begin to bond in ways that
only two people in love can share. Their steamy sexual encounters make for some stimulating reading. In this
the third book in the mystery series, NAKED BETRAYAL Tony and Brad take a vacation that will not soon
be forgotten. While cruising on the high seas, Tony finds himself investigating the death of a young man
aboard their ship. The story line takes the reader on a roller coaster of twists and turns as Tony attempts to
figure out just what did happen to the young man who appears to have been murdered. If you haven't read
the first book, NAKED DICK, or the second, NAKED INNOCENCE, you really should pick up a copy of
each. It's not necessary to read the series in order, so feel free to pick up and read NAKED BETRAYAL
now.
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From reader reviews:

Molly Edwards:

This Naked Betrayal book is not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
obtain by reading this book is usually information inside this book incredible fresh, you will get facts which
is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Naked Betrayal without we
understand teach the one who examining it become critical in thinking and analyzing. Don't always be worry
Naked Betrayal can bring any time you are and not make your tote space or bookshelves' turn into full
because you can have it within your lovely laptop even cell phone. This Naked Betrayal having great
arrangement in word and also layout, so you will not feel uninterested in reading.

Clarine Davidson:

This Naked Betrayal usually are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The key reason
why of this Naked Betrayal can be one of many great books you must have is actually giving you more than
just simple examining food but feed you actually with information that possibly will shock your earlier
knowledge. This book is handy, you can bring it all over the place and whenever your conditions throughout
the e-book and printed people. Beside that this Naked Betrayal forcing you to have an enormous of
experience for instance rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that could it useful in your day
exercise. So , let's have it and revel in reading.

Robert Jackson:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make
someone to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of personal references to get information example: internet, paper, book,
and soon. You will observe that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Typically the
book that recommended for your requirements is Naked Betrayal this publication consist a lot of the
information from the condition of this world now. This particular book was represented so why is the world
has grown up. The terminology styles that writer require to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made
some investigation when he makes this book. Here is why this book suitable all of you.

Mark Smith:

A lot of e-book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by online on social media. You can
choose the most effective book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It
is identified as of book Naked Betrayal. You can contribute your knowledge by it. Without making the
printed book, it could possibly add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most
significant that, you must aware about guide. It can bring you from one place to other place.
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